
 
 
 
 

ROSEATE HOTELS & RESORTS DEBUTS KHEER  
The Celebration of fine Indian Cuisine  

 
New Delh i ,  October 09, 2017: Synonymous to finesse and urban elegance, Roseate Hotels & 
Resorts announces the launch of its most awaited Indian speciality restaurant par excellence – Kheer.  
 
Kheer brings exquisite Indian cuisine teamed with the best street food offering an experience that 
marries traditional cooking with luxurious fine dining. Nestled on the first floor of the hotel, Kheer is 
designed by Noriyoshi Muramatsu, Tokyo based renowned designer of Studio Glitt formerly of design 
house Super Potato who has created all the Zuma interiors globally. 
 
With a seating capacity of over 250 guests, the restaurant is divided into four prominent areas –  
the l ive k itchen, the main d in ing area ,  the bar and the lounge.  
 
At Kheer, there is something on offer for everyone. The food is served to share; the dishes are steadily 
brought to the table creating an informal, sophisticated style of eating and drinking with a zing. 
 
While guests immerse themselves in the vibe and colour of the restaurant’s rich décor, a team of 
expert chefs headed by Executive Sous Chef Anuj Wadhawan, present you an extravagant plated 
menu with a diverse spread of culinary classics and signature dishes followed by delectable desserts 
curated by Executive Pastry Chef Anand Panwar. 
 
Kheer plans to open in some of the most cosmopolitan cities over the next few years starting with 
London and Dubai.  
 
“Kheer marks a significant milestone in the fine dining space for gourmands in the capital which will 
delight every diner’s palate. It has always been the brand’s endeavour to keep reinventing itself and 
hope to continue bringing new and exciting gastronomic experiences for our guests globally”, said Kush 
Kapoor, Area General Manager, Roseate Hotels & Resorts. 

Hashtag: #Kheer  

About Roseate House                     
Roseate House is a contemporary narrative creating a new age revolution in the hospitality space. It is 
a progressive yet relaxed urban hotel that brings a new flavour to the city. The hotel tells a story that 
knits through every room and floor. With cutting edge facilities and state of the art technology, the 
Roseate House offers an international fragrance. 

About Roseate Hotels and Resorts 
Roseate hotels and Resorts is a collection of uber luxury hotels presently consisting of 5 niche hotels in 
the UK and across India with more under development in Rishikesh, Jaipur and Goa. The name 
‘Roseate’ comes from a bird with pink hued plumage. Avant-garde, imaginative and contemporary in 
design each Roseate hotel has a story to tell. Key focus is laid on the service, aesthetics and detailing of 
hotels that pave way to stylized accommodation with high business efficiencies at city hotels – branded 
as Roseate House, and, exquisite leisure options at resort locations – branded as The Roseate. 


